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Three people have been killed and 13 others injured in a shooting in Jerusalem. Israeli 
emergency services report that two men opened fire this morning from a car that was 
next to a bus stop.  Police there have stated in a press release that two suspects have 
been neutralised.  
 
The shooting comes shortly after the truce between Hamas and Israel was extended. The 
Israeli army made the announcement on social networks just moments before the truce 
was due to end. More hostages are due to be released on Thursday. The French-Israeli 
hostage Mia Schem could be among those released by Hamas this evening. 
 
Cop 28, the major climate conference, gets underway today in Dubai. The objective is to 
curtail climate change and rising temperatures. A major issue up for debate is how can 
we reduce our reliance on fossil fuels. 
 
Inflation is slowing down in France. According to figures published by INSEE, the national 
statistics institute in November, prices increased by 3.4% over the course of a year 
compared to just over 4% in October. The decline may be due to the slowdown in the 
prices of services and energy over the course of a year. 
 
Eric Dupont Moretti was acquitted by the Court of Justice of the Republic yesterday, 
stating that he never had the intention of taking revenge. The Keeper of the Seals had 
been suspected of using his position to settle scores with magistrates. 
 
And finally, France could be looking at a second dose of Olympic Games in the next few 
years, as so far France is the only country to have its application to host the 2030 Olympic 
Winter Games accepted by the IOC. The final decision will be made in July. As for the 
summer games which are just over 8 months away, the IOC is putting the final batch of 
tickets up for sale today.  
 
 


